FACULTY OF GRADUATE STUDIES

Doctor of Philosophy

CAMERON, Erin Michelle
Educational Studies
Dissertation: Throwing their Weight Around: A Critical Examination of Faculty Experiences with Challenging the Dominant Obesity Discourse in Post-Secondary Education

KNAUFF, Kristine
Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: Contingent Self-Worth Moderates the Relationship between Self-Esteem and Heart Rate Variability

Master of Education

GRAINGER, Annie
LONGO, Antonella Rosaria
MOON, Martha Ellen

Master of Science in Engineering

ROHIT, Shamendu Roy
Control Engineering
Thesis: Robust H Infinity Model Reference Tracking Control of Singular Systems Using T-S Fuzzy Model and LMI

SAVALIA, Tapankumar
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: System Formulation for Parallel Circuit Analysis

Master of Environmental Studies in Nature-Based Recreation and Tourism

MOWBRAY, Dawne Elizabeth
Thesis: Parks Canada’s National Marine Conservation Areas: Can we sink a ship in these waters to create an artificial reef and dive site?

Master of Environmental Studies in Northern Environments and Cultures

BUONOCORE, Allison Rose-Marie

Master of Public Health

FITZPATRICK, Jenn
Master of Science in Forestry

MAJOR, Richard

**FACULTY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

Minor in Marketing

GALATI, Sarah
GEORGE, Jordan William

**FACULTY OF EDUCATION**

Bachelor of Education - Intermediate/Senior

BONNEAU-WHIDDEN, Charles
JUNG, Corey
MANISCALCO, Stephen
OJALA, Gordon Vilho
RANSAYWAK, Janet-Marie
VEREECKEN, Tracy

First Class Standing

Bachelor of Education - Junior/Intermediate

BURNHAM, Jonathan Correa
HAYHOE, Jonathan Daniel
JOAQUIN, Jeffery
KEUPFER, Kayla
MCCAIG, Michael McCaig
ROBINSON, Bradley Scott
SMITH, Duncan Alexander
WATFORD, Robert A.
WILKINS, Andrew
WILKINSON, Clayton

First Class Standing

Bachelor of Education - Primary/Junior

ABDI, Leila Ali
ALIAHMAH, Nima
AUTY, Casey Mitchell David
COGHLAN, Sean
FERIOZZO, Michele
FLETCHER, Caitlyn Nicole
FLETCHER, Laura
GIBSON, Jennifer
HABIB, Tanya

First Class Standing
Addendum
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HIDAYAT, Nighet
HOSEIN, Alisha Anita
JAVORNIK, Caralyn Marijke
JOHANNESSON, Gianna Maria
KAPPES, Rebecca
MCMURREN, Jacquelynn Adrian
MUNSHAW, Brenda Irene
NHAU, Takwana
PATHMANATHAN, Pharshika
PLASSOT, Nathalie
RITCHIE, Drew Alexander
SUH, Young Joo Katherine
TRIVENI, Vishal
VELDHUIS, Melissa
WADE, Catherine
WALKER, Lyndsay Nicole

First Class Standing

Native Language Instructors' Diploma

BEARDY, Sarah Maria
FIDDLER, Kristella Noreen
MCPHERSON, Carmen Stuart
MOONIAS, Juliet
WHITEHEAD, Michelle Karen

First Class Standing

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Engineering - Chemical Engineering

BELL, Katharine Elizabeth
KAREBI, Lillian Natukunda

Bachelor of Engineering - Civil Engineering

CIZMAR, Darren
MOSSOP, Brandon David
TERPSTRA, Geoffrey Scott

Diploma in Engineering Technology - Civil Engineering

KADIKOFF, Berek W

Bachelor of Engineering - Electrical Engineering

ALEKSANDROV, Aleksandar

FACULTY OF HEALTH AND BEHAVIOURAL STUDIES
Honours Bachelor of Arts - Specialized Honours in Psychology

ONGARO, Kimberly Elizabeth  First Class Standing
POPOWICH, Alexandra  First Class Standing
SCOTT, Rebecca Kathleen  First Class Standing
STEWART, Karly Breanne  First Class Standing

Honours Bachelor of Arts - Psychology

BONNEAU-WHIDDEN, Charles  First Class Standing

Honours Bachelor of Science - Specialized Honours in Psychology

SZYMczak-Grzyb, Margarita  First Class Standing

Bachelor of Arts - 4 Year - Psychology

TULIN, Miranda Ann-Marie

Bachelor of Arts - Psychology

GAUDETTE, Caitlynn Marie Sylvia

Honours Bachelor of Kinesiology

BURNHAM, Jonathan Correa
JONES, Benjamin Alexander  First Class Standing
STEFANIZZI, Corey

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

KING, Evangeline

Honours Bachelor of Social Work

LANE, Kristin
MFORTEH, Samuel Azinwi
SCHAUSS, Candace
SMIT, Joanne Margaret  First Class Standing

FACULTY OF NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Honours Bachelor of Environmental Management with Specialization in Wildlife Conservation and Management

SARGINSON, Brandon
SMITH, Lucas John  
First Class Standing

SUTTIE, Amanda  
Honours Bachelor of Science in Forestry with Specialization in Forest Management

CROSSON, Jesse

FACULTY OF SCIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Honours Bachelor of Arts - Anthropology  
HALL, Kristina  
KENEL, Kaitlin  
First Class Standing

Honours Bachelor of Science - Biology  
HOEGY, Zachary Ronald Wilbur  
LEE, Andrea  
MCDONALD, Emma Lea Ann  
First Class Standing

Honours Bachelor of Environmental Science - Earth Science  
SCHEFFLER, Kayla

Bachelor of Science - Natural Science  
MCGILL, Scott

Bachelor of Environmental Studies - 4 Year - Geography  
SIOUKAS-MADDEN, Kassandra Sophia

Minor in Geography  
BUCKWORTH, Kyle Alexander  
KOWLESSAR, Christopher Surendra

Honours Bachelor of Science - Geology  
DOLEGA, Simon  
GOETZ, Matthew Murray  
LIIMU, Jared Jukka  
MCINTYRE, Timothy  
First Class Standing

Bachelor of Science - Mathematics  
SYPOSZ, Christopher
FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

Honours Bachelor of Arts - English and French

RAMSAYWAK, Janet-Marie

Bachelor of Arts - General Arts

LENGLIN, Christina Carole
RIDING, Melissa

Honours Bachelor of Arts - History

PALMER, Laura Ashley

Bachelor of Arts - History

ROBINSON, Bradley Scott First Class Standing

Honours Bachelor of Arts - Music

KENNEDY, Michael John

Honours Bachelor of Outdoor Recreation

KEARNS, Brian
RAPONI, Matthew Lorenzo

Honours Bachelor of Outdoor Recreation with Specialization in Tourism

MAJOR, Chloe Alyssa First Class Standing Amend - add specialization

Honours Bachelor of Arts - Philosophy

PAJUNEN, Patricia First Class Standing

Honours Bachelor of Arts - Philosophy and Psychology

RUT, Jordan Alexander

Honours Bachelor of Arts - Political Science/Pre-Law

GILBERDS, Daniel

Bachelor of Arts - Sociology
TARIQ, Imran
Minor in Sociology

PALMER, Laura Ashley
Minor in Women's Studies

DIBIAGIO, Sarah
SCOTT, Rebecca Kathleen

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

Honours Bachelor of Arts and Sciences

COMPANION, Kayla
First Class Standing
Amend - add FCS
HOWARD, Lauren Katie
First Class Standing
VELDHUIS, Melissa

Honours Bachelor of Arts and Sciences - English

LAROCHE, Laura Elena

Honours Bachelor of Arts and Sciences - Geography

BELCOURT, Brianna Doreen Marie

Bachelor of Arts and Sciences

CHESLOCK, Ashley Lynne
LAMARCHE, Rochelle Alexandra
MCMURREN, Jacquelynn Adrian
NEAL, Matthew Garth
PATTON, Holly Huguette
ROBERTS, Amanda
SEAIDOUN, Sarah Terese
VAN HELDEN, Kaitlyn
WONG, Michael

Minor in Criminology

BELCOURT, Brianna Doreen Marie